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SOCAR (State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic)
Architectural Lighting Project for Georgia Headquarters 

The capital of Georgia, Tbilisi is located on both sides of the Kura river. The city is located on the Silk Road, and has an 
important historical role between the North Caucasus region, Turkey, Armenia and Azerbaijan. Tbilisi is located on the 
BTC (Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan) pipeline, the global energy project, as well as being the industrial, social and cultural capital. 
The pipeline carrying the oil from the Sanqaçal terminal located in the close vicinity of Baku, Azerbaijan, through Tbilisi to 
Ceyhan sea terminal is of importance for Georgia’s economy.
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In this work where the architectural lighting conceptual design was performed by Kobuilas & Partners, different lighting 
techniques were combined in different layers. In the project where tunable white floodlights  (that can be interchanged 
between the tones of white) as well as media facade application (LED pixels) have been used in combination for the first 
time, there was also a third lighting created with the wall washers used in the inner-facade volume at each floor.   

Performing all the operation of all the oil and gas pipeline of 
Azerbaijan, SOCAR (State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic) is 
world-wide known and has a determining role in the energy market. 
The architectural character of the headquarters in Georgia has 
an extraordinary structure characterized so that it demonstrates 
this role. Building envelope made of glass, metal and concrete 
materials was designed by the architecture office, Kobuilas & 
Partners. Awarded in 2012 in architectural design competitions, 
the project makes its mark with its architectural lighting design. The 
structure is perceived as three different masses looking outside. 
The entrance and back office area where glass and metal materials 
were used and the arched facade where reinforced concrete blinds 
looking towards the main street serve as an interesting example for 
the combination of two different systems.    

Multilayered  Facade Lighting Design 

The curved mass of the building is the first 
example where three different lighting layers are 
combined.

Wall Washers Floodlights LED Pixels
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48 tunable white LED floodlights can provide color temperature range between 3000 Kelvin 
and 6500 Kelvin. 

16.480 LED pixels applied with specially designed mounting brackets onto the blinds constitute the part where the media facade 
application is located. In this area, a different approach has been brought to the facade lighting using also tunable white floodlights.

The two shells on the building facade integrate the three different lighting layers. 

Wall washers

Internal Skin: Glass 
Facade

A pixel per 100 mm

LED Pixels

Envelope: Blinds

Tunable
White
Floodlights

Tunable White Floodlights: 6500 Kelvin

Tunable White Application 

Tunable White Floodlights: 3000 Kelvin

The floodlights adjust the color temperature between 3000 - 6500 Kelvin based on a certain scenario.
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The floor-mounted floodlights apply visual color changes onto the facade by communicating with the DMX protocol. Thus, soft color 
switching is enabled on the facade at different color temperatures of white, when no video is played with LED pixels.

Visuals enhancing brand recognition is applied onto the architectural screen and the architectural lighting is
enabled to contribute to the marketing. 
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For special days visual shows can be demonstrated thanks to the architectural screen consisting of 16.480 LED pixels, 
and a differentiation is enabled in the perception of architectural lighting and SOCAR.

The architectural screen enables that the structure turns into a visual show with the videos created by the lighting 
designers.

16.480  Pixels Controllable with DMX Protocol 
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SOCAR integrates their brand
image with flame patterns, and cre-
ating videos for this purpose has 
been left to the lighting designers.

Dynamic Image Content Design 
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3D Computer Modeling 

There are works that can have an impact on the corporate image of the company such as moving flame and energetic lines 
among the visual videos created by scenario. For the luminaires not to be seen on the building facade when looked in the 
daytime there have been installed niches onto the blinds. Thanks to the PVC profiles inserted into these niches, the LED pixels 
are perceived as a whole of the building, and cannot be distinguished when looked in the daytime. These pixels have been 
placed at 100 mm spacing horizontally. On the convex blinds on the facade, there have been used 240 pixels on each line, 
with horizontally 60 lines. 
On the concave blinds, where the lifts are located, there are horizontally 35 lines and 40 pixels on each line. Some of the convex 
lines are divided with triangle windows as an architectural detail. This division reveals a technical challenge in creation of the 
architectural screen. Such a division of screen on the building would cause the visuals created on the computer screen not to 
be smoothly displayed on the building surface.

3D computer modeling 
was considered as a 

factor that will facilitate 
the work of the lighting 

designers.
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Picture of Actual Application  

3D models are prepared using computer software to solve such problems before proceeding with the construction stage. At 
this point, the company has cooperated with the lighting designers. Lumifasart lighting designers have also overcome these 
technical challenges by creating the 3D modeling of the facade surfaces of the building. They can see how the visual videos 
will appear even before the building does not exist yet, with the software that can calculate the light intensity measured 
through the modeling of the building created virtually. Thus, such architectural details as window bays or lift shafts constitute 
the whole of the architectural screen work. As a result, the pixels previously tested on the computer are then mounted onto 
the blinds, and they can display visuals compatible with the architecture. In this application, all the pixels are also operated 
by the video application through the DMX protocol.  
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The luminaires used on the facade lighting of the building do not only include the tunable white and LED pixels constituting 
the architectural screen but also there are wall washers behind the blinds. On the first shell of the double-layered shell of the 
building, there are blinds. On the second layer, the glass and aluminum are used in combination. There are areas occasionally 
narrowing down up to 100 mm between these two layers. The height of these areas are 3600mm, and for lighting these areas, 
36 LED wall washers were used.  
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There are 150 wall washers in a total of 7 floors. These luminaires 
are used when the general lighting atmosphere is required to 
be differentiated. To illuminate the spacing between the first 
and second shells by illuminating the blinds from behind can be 
considered to be extraordinary, although this method have been 
previously used, as they are used together with other lighting 
techniques. Another of the building characteristics is its sharp 
edges and corners. The architects  wanted that the edges of the 
structure would made unveiled with continuous white light lines 
so that these lines can be clearly seen at night.  
The lighting designers suggested using Ledbars to create 
continuous lines. 500 pcs 1000mm Ledbars with 6500 Kelvin 
color temperature enable the structure edges can also be 
distinguished at night. Thanks to 180 degree rotatable legs, the 
light can be exactly sent onto the required point. 

Contour lighting – the glass facades 
of the structure have asymmetric 
and sharp edges, and the linear 
lighting represents the border 
between the sky and structure.  
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Facade lighting equipment are hidden so 
that it does not affect the appearance of 
the building in the daytime. 
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The lighting designers suggested to use Ledbars to create continuous lines. 500 x 1000mm Ledbar with 6500 Kelvin color 
temperature enable the structure edges can also be distinguished at night. Thanks to 180 degree rotatable legs, the light can 
be exactly sent onto the required point. As Ledbar’s body is manufactured transparently, the luminaires cannot be perceived 
when looked in the daytime. 

The redesigning and re-applying the luminaires in their places based on the facade details are an important factor of the archi-
tectural lighting projects; thus the buildings look flawless in the daytime and create quite different atmosphere at night.  

SOCAR headquarters in Georgia is a special project where architectural media application as well as, wall washer and linear 
lighting techniques are used in combination. It is one of the current examples that shows the future of architectural lighting.

The luminaires were applied so that it cannot be perceived in the daytime, unless there is a structural requirement. The daytime 
appearance of the building is calmer and more still compared to the night.  As Ledbar’s body is manufactured transparently, 
the luminaires cannot be perceived when looked in the daytime.
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PROJECT IDENTIFICATION

Owner            : SOCAR (State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic)
Architecture : Kobuilas&Partners
General Contractor : Sistem İnsaat San. ve Tic. A.S
Lighting design : EAE / Lumifasart
Video Design : EAE / Lumifasart
Lighting company : EAE Elektroteknik A.S.
Applied products : EAE Prolit Tunable White,
   EAE Walight Warm White,
   EAE LED Pixel,
   EAE Ledbar,
   EAE DMX Controllers and Software


